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1. Introduction
1.1. Purpose
This document is the Mission Scenario Report of the AETHER project and describes the missions
investigated for an application of an air-breathing electric propulsion system. The document
shows an overview of the selected mission applications of the RAM-EP engine and summarizes
the mission analysis results of each mission scenario. In particular, chapter 2 describes potential
target bodies as well as mission applications benefiting from air-breathing electric propulsion. In
the following chapters dedicated mission scenarios are presented in detail.
In the first issue of the document only one mission scenario is investigated as agreed during the
kick-off meeting of the project [AD01, AD02]. Issue 1 covers the mission scenario overview and
all results of the reference mission in a circular sun-synchronous orbit based on the first version
of the thruster and atmospheric performance data. All updates according to the SRR RIDs [AD03]
are included in an updated issue 1.1.
Due to an update of performance data set for atmospheric drag, thrust and power fraction, the
reference mission was re-evaluated and all results were properly updated. Also the results
regarding low and high solar activity are now included. This status is reflected in issue 2.
1.2. Applicable documents
AD#

Code

Document

AD01

SIT-AETH-MN-0101

Kick-Off Meeting Minutes

AD02

SIT-AETH-MN-0201

WP2 Splinter Meeting #1 Minutes

AD03

SIT-AETH-MN-0103

System Requirement Review Minutes

AD04

SIT-AETH-MEM-0201

Memorandum #1 Issue 1.0

1.3. Reference documents
RD#

Code

RD01

RD02
RD03

RD04

IEPC-2019-886

Document
Milone, Eugene F.and Wilson, Willian J.F.,
“Solar System Astrophysics – Planetary
Atmospheres and the Outer Solar System”,
Springer, 2008
Lewis, John S., “Physics and Chemistry of
the Solar System”, 2nd Edition, 2004
“ASTOS Model Reference”, Astos Solutions
GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany, 2020
Ferrato, E., et al, “Development Roadmap of
SITAEL’s RAM-EP System”, 36th
International Electric Propulsion Conference,
Vienna, Austria, 2019
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1.4. List of Acronyms
Acronym

Meaning

Acronym

Meaning

EP
LEO
LTAN
RAAN

Electric Propulsion
Low Earth Orbit
Local Time of Ascending Node
Right Ascension of Ascending
Node
Ramjet Electric Propulsion
Review Item Discrepancies

SRR
SSO
TBC
TBD
UTC
VLEO

System Requirement Review
Sun-Synchronous Orbit
To Be Confirmed
To Be Defined
Coordinated Universal Time
Very Low Earth Orbit

RAM-EP
RID
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2. Mission Scenario Overview
2.1. Potential Target Bodies
Applicable missions for air-breathing electric propulsion are in principle possible at each
celestial body with an atmosphere. Smaller planets like Venus, Earth and Mars but also
moons like Titan or Triton have notable atmospheres as well [RD01, RD02]. Of course, the
gas and ice giants of the outer solar system have the largest atmospheres of the solar
system except the Sun itself. All of them are excellent targets for scientific exploration of
spacecraft equipped with an air-breathing engine.
Other celestial bodies with tenuous atmospheres like Mercury, Ceres, Pluto, Moon, Callisto,
Enceladus, Io, Europa, Rhea and other were not considered because their atmospheric
surface pressure is too small. Finally, Table 2.1 summarizes the celestial bodies of the solar
system with an atmospheric pressure of at least 1 Pascal. The table lists their main
atmospheric abundances without trace gases. As can be seen, the major atmospheric
components are molecular hydrogen and nitrogen as well as carbon dioxide. Further
atmospheric components include helium, methane and molecular oxygen.
Table 2.1: List of Celestial Bodies with an atmospheric surface pressure of at least 1 Pascal

Venus

Abundances (without
Traces)
CO2, N2

Earth

N2, O2

1 bar

Mars

CO2, N2, Ar

610 Pa

Jupiter

H2, He

>>1 bar

Saturn

H2, He

>>1 bar

Titan

N2, CH4

1.5 bar

Uranus

H2, He, CH4

>>1 bar

Neptune

H2, He

>>1 bar

Triton

N2

1.4 Pa

Celestial Body

Surface Pressure
93 bar

2.2. Potential Mission Applications
Main application of a mission within a planetary atmosphere would be scientific exploration.
Especially gravity field measurements would hugely benefit from very low altitude orbits since
the lower the orbit the more precisely the gravity field can be measured due to gravity field
inhomogeneities. Such very low altitude orbits were already applied for high precision gravity
field measurement campaigns such as GOCE (Earth) and GRAIL (Moon).
Scientific exploration also includes high precision surface mapping, by means of optical and
radar mapping. Detailed mapping is required to characterize the surface environment in
general, to find locations of potential resources but also to identify safe landing sites for
future exploration on the ground, no matter whether robotic or human. Clearly, such surface
mapping would benefit of spacecraft operating in very low altitudes within the atmosphere.
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Another potential gain in scientific output due to low altitude orbits could be achieved in the
atmospheric monitoring. When the spacecraft directly operates within the atmosphere,
measurements are not only possible remotely but also in-situ.
Besides the scientific exploration there is also another important aspect to be considered, at
least for the Earth: the commercial exploitation. Typical applications include but are not
limited to telecommunication in general, broadband internet access, Earth observation as
well as environmental monitoring. For example, global broadband internet access is currently
of high interest. Not only because the majority of the humankind is still underserved with
broadband internet access. But also because of another important aspect: latency. State of
the art is to transmit telecommunication data through optical fibers, which limits the speed of
light to about 70% w.r.t. vacuum. Having internet access from space, for example by megaconstellations in low or very low altitudes, could dramatically increase the speed of data/news
transmitted around the globe. Obvious, broadband internet access from space might be a
game-changer in the next years and decades for whole mankind. And bringing these megaconstellations in very low altitude orbits thanks to air-breathing propulsion would further
reduce latency and on the other hand remove an already existing threat of spaceflight: space
debris. Operating spacecraft in very low altitudes, for example below 200 km, would de-orbit
spacecraft and satellites within few days or even hours if their air-breathing engine is turned
off. In this way there is almost no chance of increasing space debris.
2.3. Conclusion
For the potential mission scenarios the most relevant target body is clearly the Earth. It
definitely covers most of the potential applications such as scientific exploration and
commercial exploitation. Thus one of the most promising scenarios is expected in sunsynchronous orbit (SSO). Such orbits are often circular but could be in principle also slightly
elongated (i.e. small eccentricities). This particular orbit is selected as most relevant since it
provides the possibility to operate the spacecraft in a way to receive almost continuously light
from the Sun. Thus, the solar power would be available without encountering eclipses.
Unfortunately, this is only true for a very specific kind of sun-synchronous orbit: a so called
dusk-dawn orbit where the spacecraft orbit is very close to the terminator.
But of course the scenarios are not limited to the SSO. In general, each very low Earth orbit
(VLEO) is of potential interest in order to exploit the disruptive technology of air-breathing
engines. However, attention needs to be paid about eclipses, since they typically allocate up
to 40% of the orbital period.
When considering also celestial bodies than Earth, the most promising ones are Mars and
Titan. Mars has already become potential target for future exploration of humanity. While
Titan, the largest moon of Saturn, is maybe the most interesting body for scientific
exploration because of its dense atmosphere and being the only known body in space,
besides Earth, with clear evidence of liquids on the surface.
Nevertheless, the gas giants Jupiter and Saturn as well as the ice giants Uranus and
Neptune are very promising targets for air-breathing engines too, for example because of
their weather patterns. Furthermore no human vessel ever orbited one of the ice giants.
In the next chapters the investigations for SSO and VLEO are detailed. Results of the
mission analysis for Mars and Titan will be presented in dedicated chapters as soon as their
atmosphere models and the performance of the atmospheric drag and the RAM-EP engine
are available.
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3. Sun-Synchronous Orbit at Earth
One core target mission for an air-breathing engine is the sun-synchronous orbit in very low
altitudes. Such a mission could be similar but not identical with GOCE, the Gravity Field and
Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer. It was intended to map the Earth’s gravity field in
very detail. The satellite flew at an altitude of about 255 km while the on-board ion propulsion
system compensated the atmospheric drag (drag-free control) until all propellant was
consumed. Instead the results presented here are not drag-free but with maximum available
thrust.
Air-breathing electric propulsion could not only extend the mission lifetime but lower the
altitude even further, for example in the regime of 160 to 200 kilometers. Thus, the results of
the gravity field measurements could be much more precise and detailed.
3.1. Description
A sun-synchronous orbit (SSO) is an almost polar orbit. A spacecraft in a SSO passes over
any point of the central body’s surface at the same local solar time. For example, a
spacecraft in dusk-dawn orbit passes a specific region close to the equator always at sunrise
in the morning, while a second region close to the equator but opposite in longitude by about
180 degrees, is always passed at sunset. Besides, a dusk-dawn orbit puts the spacecraft in
constant sunlight without encountering eclipses, at least in higher altitudes.
Sun-synchronous orbits are perfectly suited for surface mapping and atmospheric monitoring
as required for weather and climate satellites, because the illumination conditions on the
surface are always the same.
Because the central body (e.g. Earth) rotates around the Sun, the orbital plane of the SSO
needs to rotate one revolution per year as well. This effect is called precession and for the
planet Earth it is about 1 degree per day. Thus, a sun-synchronous orbit has always the
same orientation w.r.t Sun whereas other orbits typically stay inertially fixed. The precession
of the orbital plane is achieved due to the J2 effect of the central body. The J2 effect is
caused by the equatorial bulge, i.e. the difference between the equatorial an the polar radius
of the central body. The angular precession of the orbital plane is a function of the orbit
inclination
𝐽2 𝑅𝐸2
ΔΩ = −3𝜋 2 cos 𝑖
𝑝
Where Ω is the right ascension of the ascending node, J2 is the coefficient for the second
zonal term of the central body (e.g. 1.08263e-3 for Earth), RE is the equatorial radius of the
central body (6378.137 km for Earth), p is the semi-latus rectum and i is the inclination of the
spacecraft’s orbit. Considering a change in the right ascension of 360 degrees per year and a
circular orbit, the inclination can be expressed as function of the orbital altitude h
6378.137 𝑘𝑚 + ℎ 7
cos 𝑖 ≈ − (
)
12352 𝑘𝑚

⁄2

The orbital inclination of a SSO is given in Table 3.1 for an altitude regime from 160 to 250
kilometers. Please note that the altitude is the one with respect to the equator. These values
are applied to the orbital simulations as initial condition.
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Table 3.1: Inclination of the sun-synchronous orbit as function of the orbital altitude

Altitude (km)

Inclination (°)

160

96.194

165

96.211

170

96.227

175

96.244

180

96.261

185

96.278

190

96.295

195

96.311

200

96.328

205

96.345

210

96.362

215

96.379

220

96.396

225

96.413

230

96.430

235

96.447

240

96.465

245

96.482

250

96.499

The right ascension of the ascending node is chosen such that the SSO is a dusk-dawn orbit
with continuous illumination by the Sun.
3.2. Atmospheric Drag and Engine Performance
In order to propagate the orbit the main forces acting on the spacecraft need to be known. In
particular, these are the atmospheric drag as well as the performance of the air-breathing
engine by means of thrust. For the results summarized in the following sections, performance
data for drag and thrust was received from SITAEL as tabular data, based on the power,
drag and thrust performance models as presented in [RD04]. A summary of those
performance models is provided as memorandum [AD04] in the annex.
The tabular performance data is given as function of the altitude, longitude and latitude. All
data is provided for low, medium and high solar activity and the atmospheric properties are
based on the NRLMSISE-00 atmosphere model for February 1-28 2011. Besides the
atmospheric drag and thrust of the engine, the received data also contains the power
fraction. It describes the fraction of the available solar energy of the satellite required by the
RAM-EP engine in order to produce the thrust magnitude.
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In reality the performance of the air-breathing engine is much more complex and depends on
the species of the atmosphere. Their molecular fraction strongly depends on the location but
also on the time of the time (daily effects, e.g. day & night) and the day of year (seasonal
effects). But drag and engine thrust also depend on the spacecraft geometry, the geometry of
the intake in particular, and the efficiency of the engine in general. Furthermore, the
efficiency of the intake is described by the two parameters compression ratio and collection
efficiency. The compression ratio is the ratio between the flow number density at the intake
outlet and inlet. The collection efficiency is the ratio between the actual mass flow rate
downstream of the intake versus the incident mass flow rate. In basic words, it describes how
many particles of the stream in front of the intake are actually collected for the engine.
3.2.1. Atmospheric Drag
For medium solar activity the atmospheric drag is shown in Figure 3.1 as function of the
altitude. The figure contains for each altitude 3 values: minimum, maximum and the average
of all values in a certain altitude. Because the drag is not only a function of the altitude, but
also of the longitude and latitude, there are actually many values of the atmospheric drag
available for a specific altitude.
Obviously, the lower the altitude the larger the actual magnitude of the atmospheric drag
because of the higher atmospheric density. Remarkable is the behavior of the average
atmospheric drag. While being close to the maximum value in lower altitudes (less than 180
km), for higher altitudes (more than 220 km) the average values is closer to the minimum. In
other words, it seems that in lower altitude the average atmospheric drag is close to the
maximum while there might be few positions (i.e. longitude and latitude) where the drag is
much lower than the average. Opposed in higher altitudes the average drag is close to the
minimum with only few positions with much higher drag.

Figure 3.1: Atmospheric drag as function of the altitude for medium solar activity. Shown are the average
(black), minimum (blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.
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In Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 the atmospheric drag is given as function of the altitude for low
and high solar activity, respectively. In both figures the average value does not show any
specific behavior in low altitudes like it is the case for medium solar activity. However, for
high altitudes the behavior of the average value is quite similar in being close to the minimum
value, although more moderate.

Figure 3.2: Atmospheric drag as function of the altitude for low solar activity. Shown are the average
(black), minimum (blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.

Figure 3.3: Atmospheric drag as function of the altitude for high solar activity. Shown are the average
(black), minimum (blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.
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3.2.2. Thrust
One of the most relevant performance parameters of an engine is the thrust. The range of
available thrust as function of the altitude is given in Figure 3.4 for medium solar activity.
Similar to the atmospheric drag, the thrust magnitude decreases with increasing altitude
since the propellant is taken from the atmosphere. Focusing on the average thrust
magnitude, the altitude where the thrust equals the atmospheric drag is in about 215 km
altitude. Below, the thrust magnitude is larger than the drag, while in higher altitudes the drag
cannot be compensated by the engine.

Figure 3.4: Thrust of the engine as function of the altitude for medium solar activity. Shown are the
average (black), minimum (blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.

The impact of the solar activity on the thruster performance is shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure
3.6 for low and high solar activity, respectively. As expectable, thrust is reduced with low
solar activity because the atmospheric density gets smaller in comparison to medium activity.
And for high solar activity, where the atmospheric density is increased, also the thrust
magnitude is larger than for medium activity. A thrust to drag ratio of 1 is achieved in an
altitude of about 210 km in case of low solar activity. For high solar activity this altitude is
increased to more than 225 km.
As already found for the atmospheric drag, also for the thrust a moderate trend is found for
the average value being closer to the minimum value for high altitudes. So the maximum
thrust is apparently only available in few regions while in most regions it is between minimum
and average. For low altitudes no trend can be identified. Except for high solar activity a
moderate trend exists where the average thrust magnitude is closer to the minimum value as
well. This means the maximum thrust magnitude exists actually only in few regions by means
of longitude and latitude, whereas the majority of the regions have values between the
minimum and average. And this finding seems to be true over the complete altitude range in
case of high solar activity.
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Figure 3.5: Thrust of the engine as function of the altitude for low solar activity. Shown are the average
(black), minimum (blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.

Figure 3.6: Thrust of the engine as function of the altitude for high solar activity. Shown are the average
(black), minimum (blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.
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3.2.3. Power Fraction
Another important performance parameter of the engine is the power fraction. It is describes
the amount of electrical power required by the thruster to provide the thrust as fraction of the
available solar power of the spacecraft. As a minimum requirement, a power fraction of 100%
can be defined where the whole solar energy is made available for the thruster. Obviously an
operation of the spacecraft requires some power as well, and so is the case for any on-board
payload. A margin of 25% of the solar power shall be considered for the spacecraft
maintenance and payload operations, yielding a power fraction of 75% for the engine.
Figure 3.7 shows the power fraction of the RAM-EP engine as function of the altitude for
medium solar activity. For each altitude the minimum, average and maximum value is given.
Again, as already described in the previous sub-sections, since the power fraction is not only
a function of the altitude but also of the longitude and latitude, a range of values exists for a
certain altitude. The minimum value is the most optimistic value of a certain altitude in a
specific region (i.e. longitude/latitude) whereas the maximum value can be considered as
worst case per altitude. The average required power of the engine exceeds 100% in less
than 198 km and 75% in less than 209 km. In other words, the spacecraft has to stay in
higher altitudes in order to have enough power for the thruster to provide 100% thrust.

Figure 3.7: Required power of the thruster for medium solar activity. Shown are the average (black),
minimum (blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.

For low and high solar activity the results are provided in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. As
already seen with the atmospheric drag and thrust, also the power fraction history is shifted
in altitude due to the solar activity. In case of low solar activity the average required power
exceeds 100% in an altitude of less than 194 km and 75% of the available power are
exceeded in less than 204 km. Instead for high solar activity the values are slightly higher
than for the medium solar activity. 100% of the available solar power is exceeded in an
altitude of less than 209 km and 75% in less than 222 km.
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Figure 3.8: Required power of the thruster for low solar activity. Shown are the average (black), minimum
(blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.

Figure 3.9: Required power of the thruster for high solar activity. Shown are the average (black), minimum
(blue) and maximum (red) value per altitude.
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3.2.4. Summary
The power fraction required by the air-breathing engine in order to provide the thrust level are
summarized in Figure 3.10 for all solar activities (low, medium, high).Also the minimum and
maximum limits are shown as dashed lines, whereas the average values are shown as solid
line. In particular, the more relevant altitude region and range of power fraction is zoomed in.
As can be seen in the figure, the solar activity shifts the curves over altitude. In case of low
solar activity the altitude is typically lower by few kilometers as well, considering a certain
power fraction. On the other side the altitude is higher with high solar activity.
When focusing on a fixed altitude level, for example 210 km, a power fraction of ~74% is
required. With low solar activity this reduces to only ~63% of the available solar power.
Whereas in case of high solar activity about 98% are required, not leaving any margin for the
spacecraft maintenance or any kind of payload operation. As a possible consequence, the
spacecraft could be operated in different altitude regions depending on the solar activity. In
general, the orbital altitude is slightly correlated with the solar activity.

Figure 3.10: Required power of the RAM-EP engine in order to provide maximum thrust as function of the
altitude. Shown are the average values for low (green), medium (black) and high (red) solar activity as well
as the minimum and maximum values (dashed lines).

The altitudes for power fractions of 75% and 100% are summarized in Table 3.2 for all solar
activities. A maximum power fraction of e.g. 100% means that the power fraction is not
supposed to be more than this value. As a consequence, the provided altitude has to be
understood as an absolute minimum limit. Since the power fraction data is available as
minimum, average and maximum value, there is one altitude level for each. Note: the
minimum power fraction is actually a worst case because only one specific region (i.e.
longitude/latitude) in that altitude requires less than this power fraction, whereas all other
regions need actually a higher power fraction. On the other side, the maximum power fraction
is a best case where the all regions have lower power fraction requirements. Thus, the
altitudes of the maximum power fractions are the conservative values, whereas the altitudes
of the minimum power fractions are to be considered as very optimistic.
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Also the impact of the solar activity shall be briefly assessed. Typically the altitude is about 5
kilometers lower for low instead of medium solar activity. However, there is a fair trend that
the difference is even smaller when considering the maximum power fractions. For high solar
activity the difference in altitude is about 10-12 km in comparison to medium solar activity.
Table 3.2: Required minimum altitude to guarantee a certain maximum power fraction. Data is provided
for low, medium and high solar activity.

Solar Activity

Minimum
Altitude (km)

Max. 100%
Power
Fraction
Max. 75%
Power
Fraction

Low

Medium

High

Minimum

188.225

193.955

203.777

Average

193.663

198.230

208.805

Maximum

201.511

205.136

214.940

Minimum

197.244

204.282

216.143

Average

203.627

209.287

222.021

Maximum

212.605

217.664

229.695

More findings about the atmospheric drag and thrust, as well as the trust-to-drag ratio, will be
presented as part of the orbital simulations in section 3.4.
3.3. Orbital Dynamics
In this section the general effects of the orbital dynamics are presented. Atmospheric drag
and any kind of thrust are completely neglected. Such orbital dynamics are not specific for a
satellite with air-breathing engine. Instead the presented results are in general applicable to
each spacecraft in such an orbit. For the propagation and computation of the orbit and here
presented results the mission analysis and optimization software ASTOS 9 (Analysis,
Simulation and Trajectory Optimization Software for Space Applications) is used [RD03]. The
initial orbital conditions for the different altitudes are typically propagated for 10 orbital
revolutions. In this section results are shown for one specific altitude of 200 km. The initial
position of the spacecraft is located over the equator. Results for different initial altitudes are
expected to be very similar. The intention of this section is to show the relevant effects on the
orbital elements of a sun-synchronous orbit in very low altitude.
One of the most relevant effects is the natural drift of the orbital plane due to the equatorial
bulge (J2 effect), shown in Figure 3.11. The right ascension of the ascending node changes
from 42.70° to 43.31° or 0.61° in 14h44m. It corresponds to a drift of 360 degrees in one
year, as desired.
But also other orbital elements will be shortly discussed. All those figures are showing the
evolution of a particular orbital element over one orbital revolution, because there is a
repeating characteristic for multiple orbital revolutions. In Figure 3.12 the semimajor axis of
the orbit is shown. It is strongly related to the energy of the orbit. An increase of the
semimajor axis corresponds to an increase in the specific orbital energy. As can be seen in
the figure, the semi-major axis varies by about 20 km. Two times per orbit, when the
spacecraft is actually close to the poles, the semimajor axis reaches its minimum, while next
to the equator its maximum. This is due to the equatorial bulge of the Earth.
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of the right ascension of the ascending node over 10 orbital revolutions.

Figure 3.12: Evolution of the semi-major axis for one orbit.

The eccentricity is shown in Figure 3.13 and shows quite a different behavior than the semimajor axis. It is only zero at the beginning and again after 1 orbital revolution. Maxima of
about 2.1e-3 are reached when the spacecraft is close to the poles. Remarkably, after half of
a revolution, again close to the equator but opposite of the initial location, the eccentricity is
not zero but reaches local maxima of ~1e-3. Next to it the eccentricity becomes almost zero.
The evolution of the orbital inclination, the angle between the equatorial plane and the orbital
plane, is given in Figure 3.14. Its history is similar but opposite than the semimajor axis. Two
minima per orbit of 96.328 degree exist when the spacecraft is close to the equator, while the
two maxima of about 96.338 degree are reached close to the poles. However, the maximum
difference in the orbital inclination of less than 0.01° is negligible.
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Figure 3.13: Evolution of the eccentricity for one orbit.

Figure 3.14: Evolution of the inclination for one orbit.

More complex is the history of the radius of the spacecraft. It is illustrated together with the
radii of the periapsis (i.e. perigee) and apoapsis (i.e. apogee) in Figure 3.15. Orbital
dynamics show the complexity of this sun-synchronous orbit. Only at the beginning the
spacecraft is in a circular orbit, as already found for the eccentricity. Interesting, the radius of
the spacecraft is always lower than the initial value. The maximum difference in the radius
accounts for about 8 km. Over the poles the periapsis radius reaches its minima, while it is
maximal at the beginning. The maximum apoapsis radius is after half of an orbital revolution
when the spacecraft is again over the equator.
Minimum of the apoapsis radius are found after 30m and 60 minutes, when the radius
reaches its minima. In both cases the spacecraft encounters an apoapsis passage. So there
are two apoapsis passages per orbit, but only one periapsis passage. But maybe the most
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peculiar property is the higher radius during the periapsis passage than actually during the
apoapsis passages.

Figure 3.15: Evolution of the radius (black), periapsis radius (green) and apoapsis radius (red) for one
orbit.

Relevant for the operation of an air-breathing engine is the altitude of the spacecraft, since
the altitude hugely impacts the density of the atmosphere and thus the amount of available
propellant. In Figure 3.16 the evolution of the altitude is shown. Two maxima are reached
when the spacecraft is close to the poles due to the flattening of the Earth. However, the
minimum altitude is reached over the equator after half orbital revolution. There is a natural
change in the altitude over one orbit of about 22 km. It is expected to have an impact on the
thrust magnitude of the RAM-EP engine, because the atmospheric density changes almost
one order of magnitude over 20 km of altitude.

Figure 3.16: Evolution of the altitude for one orbit.
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Finally, all meaningful orbital events and conditions can be summarized as function of the
argument of latitude, the angle of the spacecraft position w.r.t ascending node:
 0°: equator; ascending node; 6 p.m. local mean solar time; starting position; minimum
eccentricity and inclination; maximum semi-major axis and radius; initial altitude of
200 km
 90°: North polar region; maximum altitude, inclination and eccentricity; minimum
semi-major axis
 ~120°: first apoapsis passage and minimum radius
 180°: equator; descending node; 6 a.m. local mean solar time; periapsis passage;
minimum altitude and inclination; maximum semi-major axis; local maxima of
eccentricity and radius
 ~240°: second apoapsis passage and minimum radius
 270°: South polar region; maximum altitude, inclination and eccentricity; minimum
semi-major axis
 360°: after exactly one orbital revolution; corresponds with 0°
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3.4. A View on Altitude
This section investigates the evolution of the altitude of the spacecraft in more detail. In the
first subsection only atmospheric drag is considered in the orbital dynamics while the engine
is supposed to be inactive. This is followed by a study including also the engine performance.
Since both subsections summarize the results for medium solar activity, the impact of low
and high solar activity on the altitude is presented in the final subsection.
3.4.1. Engine OFF
In the first simulations of the orbit evolution only atmospheric drag was considered to act on
the spacecraft. Thus the air-breathing engine is assumed to be completely off. These results
are required to understand in a better way the effect of the atmosphere on a spacecraft in
such very low altitude orbits. In this section the orbit was propagated for 10 revolutions,
which accounts for 14 to 15 hours, depending on the initial altitude. The spacecraft mass was
assumed to be 100 kg. As can be seen from the numerical results summarized in Table 3.3
for medium solar activity, the lower the altitude the more altitude is lost due to atmospheric
drag. The table lists the initial altitude and the change of the semi-major axis. Because of the
circular orbit the change of the semi-major axis also represents the change of the altitude.
It is obvious that the orbital decay becomes quite significant below an altitude of about 200
kilometers. Starting in 160 km altitude, after 10 revolutions the spacecraft is only left in ~120
km altitude where either the spacecraft already re-enters (splash-down or impact) or the
structural stress becomes so strong that parts of the spacecraft (e.g. solar arrays) are
separated. In a worst case the whole spacecraft could disintegrate. Above an initial altitude of
200 km the spacecraft could stay in orbit up to few days at maximum. Of course, these
numbers are only valid for a 100 kg spacecraft. A lighter spacecraft would yield even more
extreme values while a heavier mass would reduce the orbital decay rate.
These results clearly show that operating a spacecraft in such very low altitudes needs a
very reliable air-breathing propulsion system which can be safely and continuously operated.
Any possible off-cycle of the engine due to failure should be limited to few hours. If not, the
spacecraft might be lost since a backup propulsion system, no matter if chemical, electrical
or simple cold gas might jeopardize the mass budget.
The impact of the solar activity on the orbital decay is summarized in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5
for low and high solar activity, respectively. In low altitudes the effect of the low solar activity
is marginal with typical 10% or less on the decay of the semi-major axis. In the medium
altitudes the difference already achieves about 20%. And in high altitudes the difference
between medium and low solar activity is 30% or more. Of course, the loss in the semi-major
axis is smaller with lower solar activity.
On the other side, the impact of the high solar activity is much more evident. Already for low
altitudes the loss in the semi-major axis is at least 20% higher compared to medium solar
activity. In medium altitudes the decay rate is about 50% higher, whereas in high altitudes the
increase in the loss of the semi-major axis is up to 70%.
In summary, the orbital decay for low and medium solar activity is quite similar and
remarkable different only in higher altitudes above ~220 km. However, the orbital decay
below altitudes of about 210-220 km is significant (more than 8 km per day). In case of high
solar activity the decay is even more outstanding. It allocates to at least 6 km per day in
altitudes of 240-250 km and more than 20 km per day in altitudes of ~200 km.
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Table 3.3: Change of the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the initial orbit
altitude for medium solar activity. Only atmospheric drag is considered while the RAM-EP engine is
turned off. A spacecraft mass of 100 kg is assumed.

Initial Altitude
(km)

Semi-Major Axis
Initial (km)

Final (km)

Delta (km)

160

6538.137

6497.311

-40.826

165

6543.137

6504.120

-39.017

170

6548.137

6512.287

-35.850

175

6553.137

6522.280

-30.857

180

6558.137

6533.977

-24.160

185

6563.137

6545.024

-18.113

190

6568.137

6554.094

-14.043

195

6573.137

6561.898

-11.239

200

6578.137

6568.951

-9.186

205

6583.137

6575.513

-7.624

210

6588.137

6581.740

-6.397

215

6593.137

6587.723

-5.414

220

6598.137

6593.522

-4.615

225

6603.137

6599.178

-3.959

230

6608.137

6604.720

-3.417

235

6613.137

6610.174

-2.963

240

6618.137

6615.521

-2.616

245

6623.137

6620.741

-2.396

250

6628.137

6625.875

-2.262
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Table 3.4: Change of the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the orbit altitude
considering only atmospheric drag while the RAM-EP engine is turned off. A spacecraft mass of 100 kg is
assumed. The solar activity level is low.

Initial Altitude
(km)

Semi-Major Axis
Initial (km)

Final (km)

Delta (km)

160

6538.137

6500.182

-37.955

165

6543.137

6507.152

-35.985

170

6548.137

6515.633

-32.504

175

6553.137

6526.182

-26.955

180

6558.137

6537.882

-20.255

185

6563.137

6548.198

-14.939

190

6568.137

6556.648

-11.489

195

6573.137

6564.041

-9.096

200

6578.137

6570.790

-7.347

205

6583.137

6577.119

-6.018

210

6588.137

6583.156

-4.981

215

6593.137

6588.978

-4.159

220

6598.137

6594.637

-3.500

225

6603.137

6600.173

-2.964

230

6608.137

6605.611

-2.526

235

6613.137

6610.975

-2.162

240

6618.137

6616.247

-1.890

245

6623.137

6621.419

-1.718

250

6628.137

6626.522

-1.615
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Table 3.5: Change of the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the orbit altitude
considering only atmospheric drag while the RAM-EP engine is turned off. A spacecraft mass of 100 kg is
assumed. The solar activity level is high.

Semi-Major Axis

Initial Altitude
(km)

Initial (km)

Final (km)

Delta (km)

160

6538.137

6488.611

-49.526

165

6543.137

6495.230

-47.907

170

6548.137

6503.036

-45.101

175

6553.137

6512.415

-40.722

180

6558.137

6523.602

-34.535

185

6563.137

6536.147

-26.990

190

6568.137

6547.345

-20.792

195

6573.137

6556.488

-16.649

200

6578.137

6564.434

-13.703

205

6583.137

6571.648

-11.489

210

6588.137

6578.373

-9.764

215

6593.137

6584.750

-8.387

220

6598.137

6590.876

-7.261

225

6603.137

6596.811

-6.326

230

6608.137

6602.595

-5.542

235

6613.137

6608.260

-4.877

240

6618.137

6613.791

-4.346

245

6623.137

6619.134

-4.003

250

6628.137

6624.347

-3.790

3.4.2. Engine ON
More relevant results of the altitude behavior are obtained when the engine is operated. Thus
in the next step also the performance of the RAM-EP was considered. Since the sunsynchronous orbit is a dusk-dawn orbit, the spacecraft is continuously illuminated by the Sun
and the electric propulsion system can be steadily operated.
For an initial altitude of 190 km, Figure 3.17 shows the history of the atmospheric drag
(black) and the thrust of the RAM-EP (blue). Here, the atmospheric drag is always lower than
the thrust of the engine. So the RAM-EP is able to (over-)compensate the drag the entire
orbit. However, it can be seen that magnitude of drag and thrust actually alters quite a lot
over one orbital revolution. Typically the maximum thrust is about 23 mN whereas the
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minimum thrust magnitude is about 9 mN. This variation is due to the natural change in
altitude over one orbit. Because the Earth is not constant in radius, the altitude of a
spacecraft in a circular polar orbit varies by about 20 km. In other words, the altitude when
the spacecraft is close to the poles is about 20 kilometers higher than close to the equator.
Since the atmospheric density is smaller in higher altitudes, the drag and the thrust of the airbreathing engine are smaller as well. Other variations from one orbit to the next one are due
to the changing longitude of the spacecraft. Any effect due to the latitude might be completely
superimposed due to the altitude variation.

Figure 3.17: Atmospheric drag (black) and thrust of the RAM-EP (blue) for an initial altitude of 190 km over
10 revolutions.

In Table 3.6 the results of all simulations considering the whole altitude regime from 160 km
to 250 kilometers are summarized for medium solar activity. A positive delta in the semimajor axis, i.e. a gain in orbit energy, is achieved in altitudes below ~210 km. In higher
altitude than about 210 km the performance of the RAM-EP is not able to compensate for the
atmospheric drag. These findings are also illustrated in Figure 3.18. The most altitude gain
can be achieved in very low altitudes of about 160 kilometers. However, as already stated in
section 3.2, it need to be considered that the actual power fraction is clearly beyond 100% in
such low altitudes. In practice, the engine cannot deliver such thrust due to the limited
available power.
In higher altitudes of more than 230 km the loss in altitude can be kept constant at about 1
km per 10 orbital revolutions, or about 1.5 km per day. The loss in altitude due to
atmospheric drag (when the engine is turned off) is about 3.5 to 5 km per day. As conclusion,
the thruster is able to compensate roughly 60-70% of the atmospheric drag losses in higher
altitudes. This is also known as the average thrust-to-drag ratio. It is an average because the
results are achieved after 10 orbital revolutions and because the thrust and atmospheric drag
are quite changing over time, as illustrated in Figure 3.17.
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Table 3.6: Change of the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the orbit altitude
for medium solar activity. Atmospheric drag and RAM-EP performance is considered (engine is turned
on). The spacecraft is assumed to be 100 kg.

Semi-Major Axis
Altitude (km)
Initial (km)

Final (km)

Delta (km)

160

6538.137

6545.575

7.438

165

6543.137

6549.471

6.334

170

6548.137

6553.433

5.296

175

6553.137

6557.546

4.409

180

6558.137

6561.763

3.626

185

6563.137

6566.052

2.915

190

6568.137

6570.378

2.241

195

6573.137

6574.745

1.608

200

6578.137

6579.162

1.025

205

6583.137

6583.650

0.513

210

6588.137

6588.224

0.087

215

6593.137

6592.876

-0.261

220

6598.137

6597.604

-0.533

225

6603.137

6602.393

-0.744

230

6608.137

6607.237

-0.900

235

6613.137

6612.134

-1.003

240

6618.137

6617.070

-1.067

245

6623.137

6622.035

-1.102

250

6628.137

6627.021

-1.116

The complete relative performance of the air-breathing engine w.r.t. atmospheric drag, i.e.
average thrust-to-drag ratio, is illustrated in Figure 3.19. As can be seen, the best thruster
performance is achieved in altitudes between 160 and 200 kilometers with a typical value of
about 115%. There is a local maximum in ~190 km and a local minimum in ~175 km altitude.
Nevertheless, the differences are quite marginal. As already seen before, the altitude where
the average thrust is able to compensate the average drag is in about 210 km. Above this
altitude the ratio decreases by 10% for each 10 km gain in altitude. Finally, in the maximum
altitude of 250 km only 50% of the atmospheric drag can be compensated by the engine.
Since the relative performance represents the average thrust over average drag ratio, the
results are independent of the spacecraft mass. More details about the mass impact are
provided in the following section.
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Figure 3.18: Gain in altitude after 10 revolutions as function of the initial altitude over the equator for a
spacecraft mass of 100 kg. The solar activity level is medium.

Figure 3.19: Average thrust-to-drag ratio as function of the initial altitude over the equator for medium
solar activity.

In a next step, the impact of the solar activity is investigated. Relevant results for low and
high solar activity are summarized in Table 3.7 and Table 3.8, respectively. In case of low
solar activity the spacecraft is able to fully compensate the atmospheric drag up to an altitude
of ~205 km. For higher altitudes, especially altitudes more than 230 km, the loss in altitude
with active engine accounts to ~1 km per 10 revolutions, or ~1.5 km per day. Same was the
case for medium solar activity. When considering high solar activity, the maximum altitude
where the air-breathing engine is able to compensate the drag is in slightly more than 220
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km. Again, in high altitudes the loss in altitude per 10 revolutions is approximately 1 km, or
1.5 km per day. It seems to be independent of the solar activity.
In Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21 the average thrust-to-drag ration is shown for low and high
solar activity, respectively. Best performance of the thruster is achieved in altitudes below
~190 km for low solar activity. As for medium solar activity, the typical value is ~115%. A
local minimum can be found at ~175 km and a local maximum at ~185 km altitude. But the
difference is very minor. In about 205 km the engine can still compensate the drag, while
above this limit not anymore. For each 10 km more in altitude, the relative performance drops
by about 15%. And in more than 235 km altitude the relative performance is already less than
50%, so not even half of the atmospheric drag is compensated.
Table 3.7: Change of the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the orbit altitude
for low solar activity. Atmospheric drag and RAM-EP performance is considered (engine is turned on).
The spacecraft is assumed to be 100 kg.

Semi-Major Axis
Altitude (km)
Initial (km)

Final (km)

Delta (km)

160

6538.137

6545.335

7.198

165

6543.137

6549.206

6.069

170

6548.137

6553.132

4.995

175

6553.137

6557.195

4.058

180

6558.137

6561.367

3.230

185

6563.137

6565.597

2.460

190

6568.137

6569.887

1.750

195

6573.137

6574.238

1.101

200

6578.137

6578.668

0.531

205

6583.137

6583.207

0.070

210

6588.137

6587.839

-0.298

215

6593.137

6592.561

-0.576

220

6598.137

6597.359

-0.778

225

6603.137

6602.222

-0.915

230

6608.137

6607.143

-0.994

235

6613.137

6612.112

-1.025

240

6618.137

6617.108

-1.029

245

6623.137

6622.114

-1.023

250

6628.137

6627.124

-1.013
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Table 3.8: Change of the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the orbit altitude
for high solar activity. Atmospheric drag and RAM-EP performance is considered (engine is turned on).
The spacecraft is assumed to be 100 kg.

Semi-Major Axis
Altitude (km)
Initial (km)

Final (km)

Delta (km)

160

6538.137

6546.601

8.464

165

6543.137

6550.417

7.280

170

6548.137

6554.321

6.184

175

6553.137

6558.402

5.265

180

6558.137

6562.624

4.487

185

6563.137

6566.948

3.811

190

6568.137

6571.338

3.201

195

6573.137

6575.741

2.604

200

6578.137

6580.186

2.049

205

6583.137

6584.653

1.516

210

6588.137

6589.146

1.009

215

6593.137

6593.700

0.563

220

6598.137

6598.318

0.181

225

6603.137

6602.991

-0.146

230

6608.137

6607.718

-0.419

235

6613.137

6612.503

-0.634

240

6618.137

6617.340

-0.797

245

6623.137

6622.231

-0.906

250

6628.137

6627.167

-0.970

For high solar activity the best performance of the RAM-EP is achieved in altitudes up to 210
km with a typical value of ~115%. A local minimum between 175 km and 180 km and local
maximum near to 195 km can be identified. A value of 100% of the average thrust-to-drag
ratio exists in an altitude of ~220 km. In higher altitudes the performance is reduced to about
75% in 250 km.
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Figure 3.20: Average thrust-to-drag ratio as function of the initial altitude over the equator for low solar
activity.

Figure 3.21: Average thrust-to-drag ratio as function of the initial altitude over the equator for high solar
activity.

3.4.3. Summary
Figure 3.22 summarizes the orbital decay of the spacecraft due to atmospheric drag for all
solar activities. Here, the engine is assumed to be completely off. Orbital decay becomes
relevant in altitudes below 200-210 km. It must be noted that the rate of the altitude loss in
altitudes of 160-170 km is smaller than in altitudes of 170-180 km, for example. This can be
considered as an artefact in the results. Since performance data is provided within 160 and
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250 km of altitude, any orbit simulation considering only atmospheric drag and starting in
altitudes of 160-180 km achieves very soon altitudes below 160 km where no performance
data is actually available. Clearly indicated in Figure 3.22 is the marginal difference between
low and medium solar activity. Obviously, the loss in altitude is highest with high solar
activity.

Figure 3.22: Altitude loss due to atmospheric drag (engine is off) for low, medium and high solar activity.

In the next figure, Figure 3.23, the altitude gain of the spacecraft is shown when the airbreathing engine is continuously on. Curves are provided for low, medium and high solar
activity. Again present is the similarity between low and medium activity.

Figure 3.23: Altitude gain of the spacecraft (engine is on) for low, medium and high solar activity.
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In all three cases of solar activity the altitude loss for high altitudes is about 1 km per 10
revolutions (or 1.5 km per day), as already stated before. In general, the curves are only
shifted by means of altitude for the different solar activities. With higher solar activity also the
altitude increases for a specific value of altitude gain. But it can be also said that the high
solar activity is more fortunate for the engine, since the altitude gain is always higher than for
medium or low activity.
In Figure 3.24 the relative performance, i.e. average thrust-to-drag ratio, is shown for all solar
activities. Again, there is a clear similarity in the curves. In lower altitudes, it seems the typical
average thrust over drag ratio is about 115%. Nevertheless, the performance of the engine in
higher altitude (e.g. above 200 km) seems to be weaker with low solar activity. Instead with
high solar activity the performance seems to be the strongest.

Figure 3.24: Average thrust-to-drag ratio for low, medium and high solar activity.

Further relevant are the altitudes where the thrust-to-drag ratio is 1, as summarized in Table
3.9. In general, the spacecraft is supposed to stay in lower altitudes than the reported values.
However, in higher altitudes the engine can be still operated and provides relevant thrust in
order to compensate parts of the atmospheric drag. Since the orbital altitude of a circular
SSO varies by about 22 km (see section 3.3), the maximum altitude of the spacecraft could
be up to 22 km higher than in Table 3.9, at least in theory. Unfortunately one aspect to be
taken into account is that such operation would alter the eccentricity of the orbit, because the
thrust is larger than the drag in low altitudes (close to the equator) of the orbit, whereas in
high altitudes (close to the poles) the drag is larger than the thrust.
Table 3.9: Maximum altitude of the spacecraft where the thrust-to-drag ratio is at least 1.

Solar Activity

Maximum Altitude with T/D >=1 (km)

Low

205.811

Medium

211.098

High

222.602
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3.5. A Matter of Mass
Another important requirement for the platform of the RAM-EP is the mass of the spacecraft.
It is assumed that both cross reference area and drag coefficient of the spacecraft are not
affected by the mass. In other words, the drag force is constant while the actual mass
impacts the drag acceleration. Same applies for the thrust acceleration. For the here
presented results a minimum spacecraft mass of 50 kg is considered, and a maximum
spacecraft mass of 5000 kg. All shown results in this section are based on an initial orbit
altitude of 200 km above the equator. So the air-breathing engine is able to compensate the
altitude losses due to the atmospheric drag no matter of the solar activity.
In Table 3.10 the results of all simulations considering the whole spacecraft mass regime are
listed for medium solar activity. As already indicated in the previous section, the orbital decay
rate, i.e. engine is off, strongly depends on the spacecraft mass. While the altitude loss for a
50 kg spacecraft would be significant, for higher masses like 1000 kg the decay is quite
small. Thus heavy spacecraft would stay longer in orbit, always considering the same
geometry and same aerodynamics, in case the engine is not operated. However, these are
the results when the RAM-EP engine is turned off, but of course the higher spacecraft mass
is also reducing the acceleration due to thrust of the air-breathing engine (i.e. engine on).
Table 3.10: Change in the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the spacecraft
mass for medium solar activity. Results are given when engine is off (only atmospheric drag) and on
(atmospheric drag and thrust).

Spacecraft Mass
(kg)

Delta in Semi-Major Axis (km)
Engine Off

Engine On

50

-22.690

1.942

100

-9.186

1.025

200

-4.248

0.526

500

-1.631

0.213

1000

-0.806

0.106

2000

-0.402

0.052

5000

-0.162

0.019

Table 3.10 also summarizes the altitude gain for the different investigated spacecraft masses
while the RAM-EP is continuously operated. Again it can be seen how dramatic the mass
impacts on the actual altitude change within 10 orbital revolutions. Sure, in case of a mission
where the altitude shall be kept constant, like a scientific mission to measure the gravity field,
the spacecraft mass is not important because the engine would be either operated in on/off
mode or the throttle would be reduced accordingly. However, if other missions like spacecraft
tugs are considered, it is quite important to deliver the payload within acceptable time. For
example, a 1000 kg tug with an altitude gain of about 106 meters within ~15 hours (~170 m
in 24 h) might be too weak. It would need 59 days to gain 10 kilometers. But a spacecraft tug
would have to gain maybe about 50 km or even more.
However, the relative performance of the RAM-EP engine (average thrust to average drag
ratio) is illustrated in Figure 3.25. A spacecraft mass between ~500 kg and ~2000 kg might
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be suitable for the best performance of the investigated performance data in an altitude of
200 km. While higher masses would be acceptable as well, lower masses especially below
100 kg clearly show a loss in performance of up to 4%.

Figure 3.25: Average thrust-to-drag ratio of the RAM-EP engine as function of the spacecraft mass for
medium solar activity.

3.5.1. Impact of Solar Activity
For low solar activity the dependency of the thruster performance on the spacecraft mass is
provided in Table 3.11. In both cases for engine off and engine on the deltas in semi-major
axis are smaller than in case of medium activity. Again, the lower the spacecraft mass the
higher is the change of the orbit energy. Here, a spacecraft with a mass of 1000 kg gains 53
m after 10 revolutions, or about 15 hours. This is about 85 m per day. In order to gain 10 km
in altitude, the spacecraft would need 118 days.
The average thrust to drag ratio as function of the spacecraft mass is shown in Figure 3.26
for low solar activity. It can be seen that the spacecraft mass has just a minor impact on the
average thrust-to-drag ratio. So at least for low solar activity the engine performance is quite
independent of the spacecraft mass. Although for very light and heavy spacecraft a slight
performance loss exists.
In Table 3.12 the results are given for high solar activity. The loss in semi-major axis in case
the engine is turned off is much higher than for medium or low solar activity. Same applies for
the gain in semi-major axis in case the engine is turned on. In the latter case, a 1000 kg
spacecraft gains 213 m in ~15 hours or ~340m per day, 4 times more than with low solar
activity. A raise in orbit altitude of 10 km is already achieved after about 29 days.
The relative performance of the air-breathing thruster as function of the spacecraft mass is
shown in Figure 3.27. For high solar activity the optimal spacecraft mass is between 500 kg
and 5000 kg. A mass below 100 kg clearly shows a significant loss in performance of up to
8%.
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Table 3.11: Change in the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the spacecraft
mass for low solar activity. Results are given when engine is off (only atmospheric drag) and on
(atmospheric drag and thrust).

Spacecraft Mass
(kg)

Delta in Semi-Major Axis (km)
Engine Off

Engine On

50

-17.445

1.010

100

-7.347

0.531

200

-3.434

0.272

500

-1.326

0.109

1000

-0.656

0.053

2000

-0.328

0.025

5000

-0.132

0.009

Figure 3.26: Average thrust-to-drag ratio of the RAM-EP engine as function of the spacecraft mass for low
solar activity.
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Table 3.12: Change in the semi-major axis of the SSO after 10 revolutions as function of the spacecraft
mass for high solar activity. Results are given when engine is off (only atmospheric drag) and on
(atmospheric drag and thrust).

Spacecraft Mass
(kg)

Delta in Semi-Major Axis (km)
Engine Off

Engine On

50

-38.892

3.881

100

-13.703

2.049

200

-6.159

1.052

500

-2.336

0.427

1000

-1.150

0.213

2000

-0.571

0.106

5000

-0.229

0.041

Figure 3.27: Average thrust-to-drag ratio of the RAM-EP engine as function of the spacecraft mass for
high solar activity.

3.5.2. Summary
The average thrust to average atmospheric drag ratio of the RAM-EP as function of the
spacecraft mass is summarized for different solar activities in Figure 3.28. Note, these results
are only valid for an orbital altitude of 200 km. At least the difference due to solar activity is
much smaller in lower altitudes as reported in section 3.4. Nevertheless, relevant findings are
a favorable spacecraft mass between 200 kg and 5000 kg in general. Lighter spacecraft
clearly show performance losses. In principle, the spacecraft mass correlates with the solar
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activity level. For medium and high solar activity the most promising mass range is between
500 kg and 2000 kg. Thus, a spacecraft of 1000 kg is expected to be the optimum.

Figure 3.28: Average thrust-to-drag ratio as function of the spacecraft mass for all solar activities.

Considering an application as space tug in SSO, the altitude gain per day becomes quite
important. Findings are summarized in Table 3.13 for different solar activity levels.
Interesting, the performance increases with the solar activity. The reason could be related to
the denser atmosphere in case of higher solar activity. Because there are more particles per
cubic-meter, more particles can be collected and ionized by the engine in order to provide
thrust. The difference for medium solar activity w.r.t. low is factor of 2. Again a factor of 2 is
the difference of high w.r.t. medium solar activity. This yields a difference between low and
high solar activity of factor 4. A conclusion could be to focus on space tug activities during
periods of higher solar activity and to diminish them during weaker periods. However, it must
be kept in mind that with higher solar activity also the orbital altitude of the client needs to be
higher in order to withstand atmospheric drag.
Table 3.13: Altitude gain per day of a 1000 kg spacecraft for different solar activities.

Solar Activity

Altitude Gain (m/d)

Low

85

Medium

170

High

340
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3.6. Shedding Light on Eclipses
In this section the eclipses of the sun-synchronous orbit are detailed. It was said that duskdawn SSO do not encounter eclipses, but actually this is only true for orbits in higher altitude
and thus larger orbital inclinations. In reality, a SSO in lower altitudes encounters eclipses.
This is elaborated for different orbital altitudes of the SSO as well as for changing local time
of ascending node (LTAN).
For the investigations of the eclipses a whole year was considered always starting at vernal
equinox of 2020. This occurred on 20 March at 03:50 UTC. Furthermore, only orbital
geometry matters and the performance data of the air-breathing engine does not have any
impact on the results. Relevant events of the year are the vernal equinox at day 0, the
summer solstice after about 90 days at 20 June, the autumnal equinox after about 180 days
at 22 September and the winter solstice at 21 December after about 270 days. Finally, after
365 days the next vernal equinox occurs at 20 March 2021.
Since there are different parts of a shadow, the analysis in this section considers the umbra
part only and the umbra plus penumbra parts together. Only the umbra covers the Sun
completely, while the penumbra only partially covers the Sun. The umbra is also known as
total eclipse, while the penumbra is known as partial eclipse. Of course, eclipses considering
also the penumbra part last longer than the eclipse only considering the umbra part.
Furthermore the eclipse analysis takes into account the shadows of the Earth and the Moon.
3.6.1. A Function of Altitude
In a first step the dependency of the eclipses on the altitude is elaborated. The foreseen
orbital altitude of the SSO according to the performance data is between 160 and 250 km.
Since the impact of the altitude on the eclipses is expected to be minor, only 160km, 200 km
and 250 km of altitude are considered. Since minimum eclipse durations are expected for
dusk-dawn orbits, the ascending node is placed at dusk where the local time of the
ascending node is 6 p.m.
Figure 3.29 shows the eclipse durations for an altitude of 160 km. Two eclipse seasons can
be identified: one longer during summer and a shorter during winter. In summer the
maximum value is reached at summer solstice and reaches about 1800 s for the total eclipse
duration. Taking into account also the partial eclipses, the maximum duration peaks in a very
prominent 2750 s at summer solstice (to be precise: June 21st 2020). At this time the Moon
moves between Sun and Earth causing a solar eclipse on Earth. This event also impacts the
lighting conditions in the orbit of the spacecraft. Both eclipses due to the Moon and the Earth
are shown in Figure 3.30. After about 37 minutes the spacecraft enters the shadow of the
Moon. A maximum eclipse value of about 0.72 is reached after 44 minutes of orbital time.
After about 52 minutes the spacecraft would actually leave the Moon’s shadow. However, in
this moment the spacecraft enters the shadow of the Earth. After staying about 30 minutes in
the Earth’s shadow the spacecraft is again in fill sunlight after 82 minutes of orbital time. The
eclipse duration at this day sums up to about 45 minutes or roughly 2750 s.
Coming back to Figure 3.29, the first eclipse season in spring and summer lasts about 150
days. In autumn the spacecraft does not experience any eclipse for more than 2 months. A
second eclipse season in winter is much shorter and lasts less than 90 days. The maximum
total eclipse duration is about 1250 seconds. Considering also the penumbra part the longest
eclipse lasts about 1300 s around winter solstice.
In summary, the spacecraft enters eclipses at about 240 days, almost 2/3 of the year.
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Figure 3.29: Eclipse duration of a SSO in 160 km altitude.

Figure 3.30: Eclipse situation on 21 June 2020 for a spacecraft in a dusk-dawn orbit as function of the
orbital flight time..

When the altitude of the orbit is increased, it is expected that the eclipses become shorter
and less frequent. For an altitude of 200 km the results are shown in Figure 3.31. The
situation is actually quite similar to the one in 160 km of altitude. However, it can be clearly
seen that the eclipse seasons are shorter in time, especially the second one in winter. In
summer, the maximum total eclipse duration is again about 1800 s or 30 minutes. The peak
in the umbra plus penumbra duration due to the shadow of the Moon is only faint less
prominent. The summer season lasts almost 150 days, whereas the winter season lasts
about 60 days. Also the maximum eclipse duration is much shorter with about 1000 s. In 200
km altitude the spacecraft enters eclipse at about 210 days of the year.
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Figure 3.31: Eclipse duration of a SSO in 200 km altitude.

Figure 3.32 shows the eclipse as function of the day after the vernal equinox 2020 for an
initial orbital altitude of 250 km. Again, eclipse seasons become shorter and now also the
maximum total eclipse duration is slightly reduced to ~1700s. Also here the impact due to the
shadow of the Moon is clearly visible at around summer solstice. The summer eclipse
season lasts about 140 days and the winter season ~40 days. Together the spacecraft enters
eclipses about 50% of the year, by means of days. The maximum eclipse duration in the
winter season weakens with higher altitude and is about 10 minutes.

Figure 3.32: Eclipse duration of a SSO in 250 km altitude.
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3.6.2. A Function of Local Time of Ascending Node
All results presented in this sub-section are considering an orbital altitude of 200 km.
Nevertheless, as already discussed in the orbital dynamics section (see 3.3) the altitude
varies over one orbital revolution. For completeness, the results for a dusk-dawn orbit are
shown in Figure 3.33 (as already shown as Figure 3.31 in the previous sub-section). Such an
orbit has the ascending node located at dusk and the descending node at dawn, or 6 p.m.
and 6 a.m., respectively. Relevant findings are discussed in the previous sub-section.

Figure 3.33: Eclipse duration of a SSO with the a local time of the ascending node at 6 p.m.

In a next step the ascending node is moved towards the Sun by 7.5 degrees. When starting
at 6 p.m. this yields a local time of the ascending node at 5:30 p.m., whereas the descending
node is at 5:30 a.m. Durations of the eclipses are shown in Figure 3.34. The impact on the
umbra durations is marginal. But the eclipse season is a bit longer and the maximum of the
second season at winter solstice is about 1100 seconds. On the other side, the longest
eclipse due to the penumbra caused partially by the Moon is about 10% shorter and lasts
only 2500 s.
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Figure 3.34: Eclipse duration of a SSO with the a local time of the ascending node at 5:30 p.m.

In Figure 3.35 the eclipse duration for a LTAN of 5 p.m. is shown. The angle between the
ascending node of this case and the dusk-dawn orbit is only 15 degrees. Nevertheless, the
impact on the eclipses is already dominant since there is only one long eclipse season left.
Only in autumn the orbit is eclipse free for about 50 days. Again, the maximum of the
eclipses during winter solstice increases further to about 1400 s. Also the maximum of the
summer eclipses increases to more than 1800 s. Besides, the impact of the lunar eclipse
weakens and the total duration of lunar and solar eclipse is now ~2300 s.

Figure 3.35: Eclipse duration of a SSO with the a local time of the ascending node at 5 p.m.
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In a next step the local time of the ascending node is 4 p.m. Only one eclipse season is left
lasting the complete year. The maximum eclipse duration (at summer solstice) is about 2000
s and the minimum more than 1600 s. The difference between eclipses considering only
umbra and including penumbra become quite weak.

Figure 3.36: Eclipse duration of a SSO with the a local time of the ascending node at 4 p.m.

When putting the ascending node by 45 degrees towards the Sun (w.r.t. dusk) it yields a
local of the ascending node of 3 p.m. All durations of the eclipses over one year are shown in
Figure 3.37. Any kind of difference in the durations becomes quite faint and the average
eclipse duration seems to be slightly more than 2000 s. Also the penumbra durations do not
contribute significantly anymore.

Figure 3.37: Eclipse duration of a SSO with the a local time of the ascending node at 3 p.m.
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Finally the worst case scenario by means of eclipses is shown in Figure 3.38. Obviously, this
is the case for noon-midnight orbit. The LTAN is at 12 p.m. (noon) and the descending node
is located at 12 a.m. (midnight). The orbital plane is now rotated by 90 degrees with regard to
the dusk-dawn orbit and exactly parallel to the Sun direction. There is no variation in the
duration of the eclipses over the full year and the duration is always about 2250 seconds.

Figure 3.38: Eclipse duration of a SSO with the a local time of the ascending node at 12 p.m.

3.6.3. Summary
For the eclipses a dependency on the altitude and the local time of the ascending node was
investigated. With decreasing altitude the duration of the eclipses increases as well as the
duration of the eclipse seasons. As conclusion, the spacecraft could focus on higher altitudes
in order to reduce the impact of eclipses.
All relevant numbers are summarized in Table 3.14. Basically the maximum eclipse duration
is only marginally affected by the orbital altitude. Nevertheless, the longest eclipse lasts
about half of the orbit. If the electric propulsion is supposed to be continuously operated, the
size of the solar arrays needs to be twice of what is required for continuous sunlight.
Considering only the total eclipses reduces the extra size to a factor of 1.5 because the total
eclipse duration represents one third of the orbit at maximum. In other words 50% of the orbit
is fully illuminated, 1/3 is completely dark and the remaining 1/6 of the orbit is partially
illuminated by some collectable solar rays.
Another issue is the number of days per year where the spacecraft is actually exposed to
eclipses. A major dependency can be reported on the altitude. The number decreases from
about 230 (2/3 of the year) to about 180 (50% of the year) when the altitude increases from
160 km to 250 km. However, the difference between total eclipses and eclipses taking into
account also partial shadow is minor.
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Table 3.14: Summary of the eclipses of a dusk-dawn SSO as function of the altitude.

Altitude (km)

160

200

250

Orbital Period (m)

87.6

88.5

89.4

Duration of Longest Total Eclipse (m)

30.9

29.6

28.2

Duration of Longest Eclipse (m)

45.7

45.4

44.7

Orbital Coverage of Longest Total Eclipse (%)

35

33

32

Orbital Coverage of Longest Eclipse (%)

52

51

50

Days per Year with Total Eclipses (-)

228

206

175

Days per Year with Eclipses (-)

236

214

186

Yearly Coverage with Total Eclipses (%)

62

56

48

Yearly Coverage with Eclipses (%)

65

59

51

The proposed scenario of a dusk-dawn SSO fits perfectly with the findings because for any
other LTAN the eclipses become quite significant and present in every single orbit. At least
an orbit with a local time of the ascending node between 5:30 a.m. and 6:30 a.m. or between
5:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. seems to be very promising. Because of orbital symmetry, results of
6:30 p.m. are expected to be identical with the results of 5:30 p.m. LTAN. Almost same
applies for the 5:30 a.m. to 6:30 a.m. orbits: here the ascending node is at dawn and the
descending node at dusk. As consequence the orbit is differently inclined w.r.t. the Earth
equator and the eclipse seasons are switched: for such orbits the summer season would be
weaker while the winter season is stronger. Durations are not affected. All numbers such as
eclipse duration and days per year with eclipses are summarized for different values of the
local time of the ascending node in Table 3.15.
Table 3.15: Summary of the eclipses of a SSO as function of LTAN.

Local Time of Ascending Node

12
p.m.

3
p.m.

4
p.m.

5
p.m.

5:30
p.m.

6
p.m.

Duration of Longest Total Eclipse (m)

37.2

35.3

33.4

30.9

29.9

29.6

Duration of Longest Eclipse (m)

37.5

35.6

33.8

38.4

41.6

45.4

Days per Year with Total Eclipses (-)

365

365

365

311

221

206

Days per Year with Eclipses (-)

365

365

365

315

228

214

Yearly Coverage with Total Eclipses (%)

100

100

100

85

61

56

Yearly Coverage with Eclipses (%)

100

100

100

86

62

59
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3.7. Conclusion
A sun-synchronous orbit is an optimal kind of orbit for several applications. Because of the
same illumination conditions over a particular region of the Earth, it is perfectly suited for any
kind of mapping and observation, no matter of scientific or commercial. Such applications
include environmental monitoring and Earth observation (e.g. optical or radar) but also the
remote study of the atmosphere.
The performance data of the RAM-EP (as introduced in section 3.2) was investigated first in
more detail. It includes the atmospheric drag, the thrust of the engine as well as the power
fraction. The latter one results in a minimum altitude of the spacecraft in order to have
enough solar energy available to maximize the throttle. And this is actually required for
complete drag compensation. Nevertheless, a minimum altitude of 198 km over the equator
was found for medium solar activity. In case of low solar activity this is 194 km and for high
solar activity 209 km. These are the altitudes where the complete available solar power is
used by the thruster. If only 75% of the available power are foreseen for the thruster,
because another 25% are reserved for spacecraft maintenance and payload operation, the
minimum altitude increases to 209 km for medium activity level and 204 km and 222 km for
low and high solar activity, respectively.
In section 3.4 the altitude of the spacecraft was studied in more detail. A maximum altitude
can be defined to be able to fully compensate the atmospheric drag with the thrust of the airbreathing engine. In case of medium solar activity this maximum altitude is about 211 km.
For low solar activity levels this altitude is reduced to 206 km, and for high activity it
increases to 223 km.
Investigations related to the mass of spacecraft (see section 3.5) have shown a beneficial
value between 500 and 2000 kg. This finding is independent of the solar activity. An optimum
value for the mass of the spacecraft seems to be about 1000 kg.
Relevant findings of the eclipses (as shown section 3.6) are a preferred local time of the
ascending node between 5:30 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. for dusk-dawn orbit. For a similar dawndusk orbit the LTAN should be between 5:30 a.m. and 6:30 a.m. Furthermore the orbital
altitude seems to be less relevant. The duration of the longest eclipses is between 28.2 and
30.9 minutes. At maximum it yields a relative 10% impact on the available solar energy when
lowering the altitude from 250 km (shortest eclipses) to 160 km (longest eclipses). For an
altitude range between 180 km and 230 km the difference is even smaller and expected to be
about 5%.
Finally, an operational altitude range between 194 km and 223 km can be defined when a
complete solar cycle is considered. The typical altitude range for a specific activity level is
quite narrow with about 13 km and moves up and down with the solar activity level. Since the
altitude increases with higher latitudes, it is suggested to have an altitude over the equator
close to the lower values, for example at 194 km for low activity. However, the natural
change in altitude accounts to ~20 km and yields a higher altitude in parts of the orbit than
the maximum allowed altitude where the atmospheric drag can be completely compensated.
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4. Very Low Earth Orbit
Another kind of orbit very suitable for air-breathing electric propulsion is a circular very low
Earth orbit (VLEO). It is a sub-kind of a LEO (low Earth orbit) because the altitude is typically
below 250 km. Such an orbit can be used for mapping, environment monitoring and
telecommunication, just to name few examples. Here, a real circular orbit is meant by means
of constant radius, while actually the eccentricity of such an orbit is not zero. This anomaly is
detailed in section 4.1.
This chapter investigates few VLEOs with different inclination from 0 to 90 degree. Actually a
90 degree inclined VLEO is not that much different from a SSO as presented in the previous
chapter. However, the orbital plane is not rotating in the same way as for SSO due to nodal
precession in order to have almost identical illumination conditions on the surface. After a
brief general description of the orbit in the next section, the orbital dynamics are summarized
in section 4.2. This is followed by investigations of the most suitable altitude ranges for the
orbits and the eclipses.
For the orbital propagations the same performance data of the engine is used as for the sunsynchronous orbit. Please refer to section 3.2 for a summary of the atmospheric drag, thrust
and power fraction.
4.1. Description
A VLEO can be in general any kind of orbit in a very low altitude, for example below 250 km.
It can be an inclined orbit and it might be circular or slightly eccentric. A circular orbit is
defined by zero eccentricity. It is typically expected that such an orbit has constant radius or
even constant altitude. But this is only true for two-body problems where the primary body is
considered as gravitational point mass. Due to the J2 effect of the central body, caused by
the equatorial bulge (i.e. the difference between the equatorial and the polar radius of the
central body), this is not true for orbits at Earth. First, the altitude changes because of the
different equatorial and polar radii. And second, the radius of an orbit with zero eccentricity is
not constant because of the J2 effect. It adds an acceleration component and stretches the
circle to an ellipse. As result, such an orbit with zero eccentricity is perturbed and shows a
perigee and apogee. For VLEO the difference is up to about 20 kilometers.
In order to have an orbit with constant radius the eccentricity needs to be slightly different
from zero. The apogee radius needs to be slightly larger than the perigee radius to be able to
compensate the additional gravity acceleration due to J2 and to have a circular orbit. The
apogee radius depends not only on the perigee radius but also on the inclination. Instead of
the radius, the altitude is used which is constant as well for an equatorial orbit. For inclined
orbits it will be only constant when crossing the equator. Please remember, in case of the
SSO the altitude after 180 degrees of true anomaly was not the same as at the beginning
and few kilometers smaller. This is actually what happens for orbits with zero eccentricity,
they do not cross the equator at the same altitude/radius. This is presented in section 3.3, in
particular in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16.
The orbital altitude is considered as the perigee altitude and the corresponding apogee
altitude as function of the inclination is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Apogee altitude as function of the perigee altitude and inclination.

Perigee
Altitude (km)

Apogee Altitude (km)
Inclination 0°

Inclination 30°

Inclination 60°

Inclination 90°

160

180.240

176.874

170.117

166.726

165

185.224

181.861

175.109

171.720

170

190.209

186.848

180.102

176.715

175

195.193

191.835

185.094

181.710

180

200.178

196.822

190.086

186.705

185

205.162

201.810

195.078

191.700

190

210.147

206.797

200.071

196.695

195

215.131

211.784

205.063

201.690

200

220.116

216.771

210.055

206.685

205

225.101

221.758

215.047

211.680

210

230.086

226.745

220.040

216.675

215

235.070

231.732

225.032

221.670

220

240.055

236.720

230.025

226.665

225

245.040

241.707

235.022

231.660

230

250.025

246.694

240.010

236.655

235

255.010

251.671

245.002

241.650

240

259.995

256.669

249.994

246.645

245

264.980

261.656

254.986

251.640

250

269.965

266.644

259.979

256.635
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4.2. Orbital Dynamics
Considering the very exceptional feature of an increased apogee altitude yields a perfectly
circular orbit in practice by means of constant radius, at least for a non-inclined orbit. For
inclined orbits, a VLEO is considered circular when the altitude is constant when crossing
certain latitude, as the equator for example. As presented in the previous section, the apogee
altitude for an orbit in 200 km altitude is 220.116 km in case of zero inclination. Taking into
account an equatorial radius of the Earth of 6378.137 km it yields an eccentricity of
0.0015267. The semi-major axis is 6588.195 km. All relevant orbital states are summarized
in Table 4.2. Since the inclination is zero, any spacecraft in such an orbit follows exactly the
equator. Thus the orbital elements such as altitude, radius, semi-major axis and eccentricity
are constant over time.
Table 4.2: Orbital elements of a circular orbit in 200 km altitude compensating the J2 effect.

Periapsis Altitude (km)

200.000

Apoapsis Altitude (km)

220.116

Radius (km)

6578.137

Semi-major axis (km)

6588.195

Eccentricity (-)

0.0015267

Inclination (deg)

0.0

In case of an inclined orbit this is not true anymore and the orbital elements are osculating.
For example, an orbit in 200 km altitude shall be considered with 60 degrees of inclination.
Now the apoapsis altitude is 210.055 km in order to fulfill the requirement of a constant
altitude of 200 km for each equator crossing. Of course, since the Earth is an oblate spheroid
the altitude increases with increasing latitude of the spacecraft. The evolution of the semimajor axis is shown in Figure 4.1. The initial value is reached again after exactly half an orbit
and 1 orbital revolution, at each time the spacecraft crosses the equator. In between, at
higher latitudes, the semi-major axis decreases by ~15 kilometers at maximum.
The evolution of the eccentricity is more complex and illustrated in Figure 4.2. It shows
several local maxima and minima. For example, there are 3 local maxima when the equator
is crossed. Instead the maximum eccentricity is reached at the maximum latitude (and
minimum latitude over the southern hemisphere). Four times during one orbit the eccentricity
reaches the minimum, always when the spacecraft is close to the equator. Although the
eccentricity is quite small, the difference between minimum and maximum is about a factor of
3.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of the semi-major axis of a circular VLEO with 60° inclination over one orbit.

Figure 4.2: Evolution of the eccentricity of a circular VLEO with 60° inclination over one orbit.

In Figure 4.3 the evolution of the radius (black line) as well as the periapsis (green line) and
apoapsis radius (red line) is shown. Obviously the radius is not constant over the complete
orbit, but constant for specific values of latitude. Again, as already observed for the SSO
(refer to section 3.3), the spacecraft has more than one periapsis and apoapsis passage per
orbit. Each time the spacecraft is over the equator it is also in the periapsis of the orbit, thus
two times per orbit. Apoapsis passage is achieved at maximum latitude (northern
hemisphere) and minimum latitude (southern hemisphere). Also this happens two times per
orbital revolution. Fascinating, apoapsis passage happens with minimum orbit radius, while
the maximum orbit radius is during periapsis passage.
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of the radius (black), periapsis radius (green) and apoapsis radius (red) of a circular
VLEO with 60° inclination over one orbit.

Finally in Figure 4.4 the evolution of the altitude is shown. It is exactly 200 km over the
equator and increases with the latitude because of the flattening of the Earth. The maximum
altitude is reached at 213.5 km. It yields an average orbit altitude of about 207 km.

Figure 4.4: Evolution of the altitude of a circular VLEO with 60° inclination over one orbit.
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4.3. A View on Altitude
In this section the evolution of the altitude of the spacecraft is summarized. Two situations
are considered in general. First, only atmospheric drag is considered in the orbital dynamics
while the engine is supposed to be inactive. And second the performance of the air-breathing
engine is taken into account as well. In the first subsection (refer to 4.3.1) the dependency on
the orbital inclination is evaluated. And in sub-section 4.3.2 the impact of low and high solar
activity on the altitude is presented as well.
4.3.1. A Function of Inclination
All results presented in this sub-section are valid for medium solar activity. For an inclination
angle of 0 degree and an initial altitude of 200 km, Figure 4.5 shows the history of the
atmospheric drag (black) and the thrust of the RAM-EP (blue). The figure is based on an
orbital propagation over 10 revolutions where the thruster is actually throttled to exactly
compensate the drag. Thus, no difference between two single orbits can be identified.
However, the thrust magnitude shown in the figure is the maximum available. As can be
seen, the atmospheric drag is clearly always lower than the available thrust of the engine. So
the RAM-EP is able to (over-) compensate the drag the entire orbit. It seems that the thrust
magnitude is about 20% higher than the atmospheric drag. The thrust magnitude varies
between 10.8 and 13.8 mN, while atmospheric drag is between 9.2 and 11.6 mN. Both
magnitudes of drag and thrust alter over one orbital revolution by about 25%.
The variation in the magnitude over an orbit shows the dependency of the drag and thrust of
the longitude. Since the inclination is zero there is no dependency on the latitude, and
because the orbital altitude is constant at 200 km also the effect of the altitude is ruled out. It
is still impressive to realize that longitude only is able to vary the thruster performance by
25%. This is mainly driven by the day-night cycle of the atmosphere. An impact is found in
the atmospheric density and therefor also in the number of available particles.

Figure 4.5: Atmospheric drag (black) and thrust of the RAM-EP (blue) for an initial altitude of 200 km over
10 revolutions in case of zero inclination.
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To identify the dependency of the thruster performance on the inclination the following values
are considered: 0° (equatorial orbit), 30°, 60° and 90° as polar orbit. Retrograde orbits are not
considered. Nevertheless, the range of inclination is sufficient for most of the possible
applications. A polar orbit is excellent suited for any kind of surface or atmospheric mapping
requiring global coverage. An inclination of 60 degrees for example can be used for
telecommunication spacecraft like broadband internet or internet of things services. Similar
for a 30 degrees inclined orbit where the coverage would focus more on the equatorial region
up to 30 degrees of latitude. Within 30° of northern and southern latitude (i.e. 30th parallel
north and 30th parallel south) lives the majority of the humanity. Finally, a non-inclined
(equatorial) orbit might be not of interest for scientific or commercial exploitation. It is added
here to receive a completer picture of the thruster performance and in order to evaluate
potential missions by means of benefits and drawbacks.
In Figure 4.6 the loss in altitude due to the atmospheric drag is shown as function of the
altitude. Here the RAM-EP engine is turned off. The orbital propagation considers exactly 10
revolutions, which accounts to about 16 hours. Obviously, the orbital decay becomes quite
significant below 190-200 km. In general the curves for different inclination angles are very
similar, but appear to be shifted by few kilometers over altitude. The higher the inclination,
the less is the orbital decay. A reason is found in the flattening of the Earth, which yields
higher altitudes at higher latitudes for a circular orbit. For example, in case of an inclination of
90 degrees the spacecraft passes exactly over the poles and the altitude increases by about
22 km w.r.t. equatorial altitude.
It needs to be highlighted that the flattening of the curves below an altitude of about 180 km
is not natural and can be considered as artefact. Since the performance data is only available
between 160 and 250 km, any propagation starting in low altitude (e.g. 170 km) achieves
quite soon altitudes below 160 km where atmospheric drag data is not available and needs to
be extrapolated. While the extrapolation is linear, the atmospheric drag in reality is closer to
an exponential function.

Figure 4.6: Altitude loss due to atmospheric drag (engine is off) as function of the initial altitude for
different orbtial inclination angles and medium solar activity.
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Nominally the air-breathing engine of the spacecraft is continuously operated at maximum
throttle. This results in an altitude gain of the orbit. Figure 4.7 shows it for different orbital
inclinations. A clear dependency of the thruster performance on the orbital inclination can be
identified. The higher the orbital plane is inclined, the weaker is the performance and the
smaller the altitude gain. In case of an equatorial orbit, the maximum altitude with a positive
change in altitude is in about 216 km. For an inclination of 30 degrees it is reduced to ~214
km and in case of 60 degrees further to ~209 km. Only about 207 km are possible in a polar
orbit. Thus, the polar orbit maximum altitude (w.r.t. equator) is about 9 km lower than for an
equatorial orbit.

Figure 4.7: Altitude gain of the spacecraft (engine is on) as function of the initial altitude for different
inclination angles and medium solar activity.

Combining the results of the altitude gain when the thruster is operated with the results of the
orbital decay (engine off) gives the average thrust-to-drag ratio of the air-breathing engine.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.8 for different inclination angles. The altitudes where the ratio is
exactly 100% are the same as the values reported before where the gain in altitude is zero.
Nevertheless, since the average thrust-to-drag ratio represents a relative performance index
of the engine, it is more important to see that the ratio drops to only 50% in altitudes of about
250 kilometers. In other words, in this altitude only 50% of the atmospheric drag can be
actually compensated by the engine. In the other side, in altitudes below 200 km, the typical
thrust performance is about 115% w.r.t. atmospheric drag. Taking into account the issue with
the data extrapolation in low very altitudes such as below 180 km, it could be possible that
the average thrust-to-drag ratio peaks in altitudes between about 185 and 195 km at a value
of ~117%.
The influence of the inclination on the results is only present as shift in the altitude. For less
inclination the curve is shifted towards higher altitudes and the differences between polar
orbit and equatorial orbit is about 9 km, as reported before.
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Figure 4.8: Average thrust-to-drag ratio as function of the initial altitude in case of medium solar activity.

4.3.2. Impact of Solar Activity
In order to investigate the influence of the solar activity on the very low Earth orbits, the
Inclination angle is fixed at 0 degree to have perfect equatorial orbit. Figure 4.9 shows the
loss in altitude when only atmospheric drag is considered in the orbital propagation (engine is
off). The figure shows it for low, medium and high solar activity. Clearly, when the solar
activity is weak, the orbital decay due to atmospheric drag is the smallest, but the difference
to medium solar activity is minor.

Figure 4.9: Altitude loss due to atmospheric drag (engine is off) as function of the initial altitude for low,
medium and high solar activity in case of zero inclination.
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Instead for high solar activity the impact on the loss in altitude is much more evident.
Because in this case the atmospheric density is higher, the atmospheric drag is increased as
well.
In Figure 4.10 the altitude gain is shown for different solar activities when the engine is
active. The lower the altitude of the spacecraft the higher is the gain in altitude due to the
thicker atmosphere. More relevant is the relative performance of the thruster: the average
thrust-to-drag ratio is shown in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.10: Altitude gain of the spacecraft (engine is on) as function of the initial altitude for low, medium
and high solar activity in case of zero inclination.

Figure 4.11: Average thrust-to-drag ratio as function of the initial altitude for low, medium and high solar
activity in case of zero inclination.
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When the value is 100% the spacecraft is able to exactly compensate the atmospheric drag.
For low solar activity this is at ~210 km. It represents a maximum altitude of the spacecraft in
order to maintain the circular orbit. In case of medium solar activity this maximum altitude is
about 216 km. And for high solar activity it further increases to about 228 km.
4.3.3. Summary
In this section the influence of the inclination and solar activity on the suitable altitudes of the
spacecraft was presented. The impact of the solar activity is as expected. It is suggested to
change the operational altitude with the season of the solar activity: higher altitudes with high
activity and lower altitudes with low activity.
About the influence of the orbital inclination it was found that the difference in altitude with
identical thruster performance is about 9 km between equatorial orbit and polar orbit.
Nevertheless, it needs to be taken into account that the average altitude of a polar orbit is
about ~11 km higher than the altitude over the equator, because the difference in altitude
between equator and pole is about 22 km. As conclusion, the performance of the spacecraft
by means of atmospheric drag and thrust might be independent of the orbital inclination when
considering the average altitude of the orbit, and not the one over the equator.
Finally, the maximum altitudes with an average thrust-to-drag ratio larger than 1 as function
of the inclination and solar activity are summarized in Table 4.3. In general, the maximum
altitude decreases with increasing inclination and increases with the solar activity. But as
stated before, the impact of the inclination could be actually non-existent when considering
the average orbit altitude instead of the altitude over the equator.
Table 4.3: Maximum altitude where the thrust is larger than the atmospheric drag for different orbital
inclinations and soar activities.

Inclination
(deg)

Maximum Altitude where T > D (km)
Low Solar
Activity

Medium Solar
Activity

High Solar
Activity

0

210.142

215.925

228.432

30

207.784

213.544

225.892

60

203.795

209.333

221.268

90

202.136

207.486

219.210
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4.4. Shedding Light on Eclipses
This section details the eclipses of the very low Earth orbit. Eclipse durations are elaborated
for different orbital altitudes as well as for different inclination angles. Again, for the
investigations of the eclipses a whole year was considered always starting at vernal equinox
of 2020. This occurred on 20 March at 03:50 UTC. Furthermore, only orbital geometry
matters and the performance data of the air-breathing engine does not have any impact on
the results. Relevant events of the year are the vernal equinox at day 0, the summer solstice
after about 90 days at 20 June, the autumnal equinox after about 180 days at 22 September
and the winter solstice at 21 December after about 270 days. Finally, after 365 days the next
vernal equinox occurs at 20 March 2021.
The analysis of the eclipses considers the umbra (total eclipse) part only and the umbra plus
penumbra (partial eclipse) parts together. Only in umbra the Sun is completely covered, while
in penumbra only parts of the Sun are covered. Of course, eclipses considering also the
penumbra part last longer than the eclipse only considering the umbra part. Last but not
least, the analysis takes into account the shadows of the Earth and the Moon.
4.4.1. A Function of Inclination
First, the dependency on the orbital inclination angle is detailed. For an inclination of zero
degrees (equatorial orbit), the eclipse durations over one year are shown in Figure 4.12. The
average eclipse duration is slightly more than 2200 seconds per orbit, or about 37 minutes.
As expected, the duration of eclipses considering also the penumbra last shortly longer than
umbra only. A seasonal effect can be identified in the figure as well. Eclipse durations are
shorter during summer/winter and longer during the solstices (spring/autumn). However, the
seasonal effect is quite weak. A very prominent peak is visible at 21st of June where the
duration of the partial eclipses is much longer than usual due to a solar eclipse caused by the
Moon. The total duration accounts for about 56 minutes. Please refer to section 3.6.1 and
Figure 3.30 for more details about the solar eclipse.

Figure 4.12: Eclipse duration of a VLEO with an inclination of 0 deg.
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In Figure 4.13 the durations of the eclipses are shown for an orbit with 30° inclination.
Results are almost identical to an orbit of 0° inclination. Only the peak of the solar eclipse at
21st of June becomes a minor effect. The maximum duration of an eclipse including the
partial shadow is about 39 minutes. Whereas the average eclipse duration is about 37
minutes. The seasonal effects are identical as with 0° inclination.

Figure 4.13: Eclipse duration of a VLEO with an inclination of 30 deg.

In case the inclination is further increased to 60 degrees, the seasonal effect is almost
vanished. All eclipse durations for one complete year are shown in Figure 4.14. The average
duration is slightly more than 2200 seconds, or 37 minutes.

Figure 4.14: Eclipse duration of a VLEO with an inclination of 60 deg.
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Finally the eclipse durations for an inclination of 90 degrees are shown in Figure 4.15. Again
there is no peak due to a partial solar eclipse due to the Moon. Also the seasonal effect is not
present anymore. In a polar orbit the eclipses seem to be constant every day and every orbit.
The typical duration is about 37 minutes.

Figure 4.15: Eclipse duration of a VLEO with an inclination of 90 deg.

4.4.2. A Function of Altitude
In a next step the influence of the orbital altitude on the eclipse durations is investigated. In
Figure 4.16 the durations are shown over one year for an altitude of 160 km.

Figure 4.16: Eclipse duration of a VLEO in 160 km altitude.
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The duration is always longer than 2200 seconds. A seasonal effect is minor with minima
during summer and winter solstice and maxima around the equinoxes. The minimum eclipse
duration is about 37 minutes and the maximum duration about 38 minutes. Again, as already
introduced in the previous sub-section, on June 21 is a strong peak in the duration of the
partial eclipse. This is because of the solar eclipse due to the Moon. Including also the
shadow of Earth yields a total duration of almost 3360 seconds or 56 minutes.
When the altitude of the orbit is increased, it is expected that the eclipses become shorter.
For an altitude of 200 km the results are shown in Figure 4.17. The main difference despite
its weakness is the shorter eclipse duration. In average the typical eclipse lasts 30 seconds
less than for 160 km altitude and is now about 2200 seconds. Only the longest partial eclipse
at 21st June is about 10 seconds longer. A difference in the seasonal effect cannot be
identified.

Figure 4.17: Eclipse duration of a VLEO in 200 km altitude.

When considering an orbital altitude of 250 km the average eclipse duration further
decreases. The average eclipse duration is now less than 2200 seconds per orbit. It is about
30 seconds less than in 200 km altitude and about 60 seconds less than in 160 km altitude.
Opposed is the duration of the partial eclipse at June 21. It is almost 20 seconds longer than
in case of an altitude of 200 km, or 30 seconds in case of 160 km altitude. Again, the
seasonal effect does not change and is still quite weak.
The altitude seems to have almost no effect on the eclipses for a circular VLEO.
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Figure 4.18: Eclipse duration of a VLEO in 250 km altitude.

4.4.3. Summary
An investigation of the eclipses was elaborated for different orbital inclinations and altitudes
of a circular orbit. As was described before the influence of the inclination and the altitude on
the eclipses and eclipse durations are very minor. Relevant results are summarized in Table
4.4 for the inclination and in Table 4.5 for the altitude. The longest total eclipse always lasts
about 37 minutes and covers more than 40% of the orbit.
No specific conclusion can be made regarding the altitude of the orbit or the inclination.
Table 4.4: Summary of the eclipses for VLEO as function of the inclination.

Inclination (deg)

0

30

60

90

Duration of Longest Total Eclipse (m)

37.2

37.2

37.2

37.2

Duration of Longest Eclipse (m)

56.2

39.3

37.5

37.5

Table 4.5: Summary of the eclipses for an equatorial VLEO as function of the altitude.

Altitude (km)

160

200

250

Orbital Period (m)

87.6

88.5

89.4

Duration of Longest Total Eclipse (m)

37.6

37.2

36.8

Duration of Longest Eclipse (m)

56.0

56.2

56.5

Orbital Coverage of Longest Total Eclipse (%)

43

42

41

Orbital Coverage of Longest Eclipse (%)

64

63

63
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4.5. Conclusion
In this chapter the circular very low Earth orbit was studied for the air-breathing electric
propulsion concept in more detail. Here, a circular orbit is not an orbit with zero eccentricity
but with constant altitude above the equator. Because of the flattening of the Earth this
actually requires a small eccentricity of the orbit by means of the orbital elements in order to
compensate the perturbing effect of the J2. Relevant orbital properties and dynamics were
summarized in the sections 4.1 and 4.2. In particular, a circular orbit inclined by 60° was
presented in more detail.
Suitable altitudes were elaborated for several orbital inclination angles, including equatorial
and polar orbits. Besides, the effect of the solar activity was incorporated. For medium solar
activity the maximum altitude over the equator where the engine thrust is higher than the
atmospheric drag is between 207 km (polar orbit) and 216 km (equatorial orbit), depending
on the inclination. With increasing inclination the altitude over the equator becomes less
because the average altitude about one orbit increases. Apparently there is no influence of
the orbital inclination on the performance of the engine when considering the average orbital
altitude and not just the altitude over the equator.
Taking into account the performance data of the engine as presented in section 3.2, the
minimum altitude for medium solar activity is between 194 km and 205 km. Below this
altitude the thruster consumes more energy than is actually available and needs to be
throttled. However, this yields a safe operational range between ~200 km in average as lower
limit and 216 km as upper limit in case of an equatorial orbit. If the engine is supposed to
consume less than 75% of the available solar energy, the operational range is narrowed
between ~209 km as lower limit in average and 216 km as upper limit.
In section 4.4 the eclipses were investigated for the circular VLEO as function of the
inclination and altitude. It was found that there seems to be no effect on the eclipse seasons
or eclipse durations when the inclination is changing. The typical duration of a total eclipse is
about 37 minutes and accounts for ~42% of the orbit. Thus, only 58% of the available solar
energy can be used for spacecraft maintenance, payloads as well as thruster operation.
Possible applications include but are not limited to scientific exploration of the atmosphere,
surface mapping and telecommunication. Equatorial orbits and slightly inclined orbits with an
inclination for example of 30 degrees are most appropriate.
Finally, the mass of the spacecraft was investigated in the previous chapter for the SSO (see
section 3.5) but is considered suitable also for the more generic VLEO. An optimum range
between 500 and 2000 kg was found independent of the solar activity.
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5. Mars
This chapter will be added as soon as the atmospheric model and the performance data of
atmospheric drag and thruster are available for Mars.
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6. Titan
This chapter will be added as soon as the atmospheric model and the performance data of
atmospheric drag and thruster are available for Titan.
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7. Conclusions
In chapter 2 the potential scenarios of an air-breathing vessel were detailed. In particular the
target bodies as well as the mission applications were elaborated. A main criterion for a
potential body is a thick atmosphere in order to feed the engine. The Earth is clearly a
preferred target because it offers a variety of applications. Other potential bodies of high
scientific interest are Mars, Titan but also the gas and ice giants.
Typical applications in general might be in the first place scientific exploration of gravitational
field, atmosphere and surface. For example, the surface can be mapped by cameras or
remotely investigated by sensors. Besides the scientific applications there is also a number
of commercial exploitation possible. This includes broadband telecommunications services
and environmental monitoring for customers like agencies and reinsurance companies.
For the Earth scenarios two relevant orbits have been investigated in chapters 3 and 4,
namely the sun-synchronous orbit (SSO) and the generic very low Earth orbit (VLEO),
respectively. According to the performance data of the RAM-EP concept a minimum altitude
of about 198 km can be identified for medium solar activity. This is required in order to have
the necessary electrical power available to operate the thruster at maximum thrust. Without
maximum thrust the spacecraft might not be able to compensate the atmospheric drag.
Nevertheless, the maximum altitude of the spacecraft where the drag can be fully
compensated is for an SSO in about 211 km.
When considering low solar activity, the minimum and maximum altitudes are reduced by
about 5 km. And in case of high solar activity the altitudes are increasing by about 10 km. In
principle, the magnitude of the solar activity is shifting the range of operational altitudes
towards lower or higher values, respectively.
An elaboration of the spacecraft mass showed a suitable range between 500 kg and 2000 kg
as optimum for the RAM-EP engine. Furthermore this result is quite independent of the solar
activity level.
Concerning the eclipses of the SSO it was found that the orbital altitude has only minor
impact on the duration of the eclipses as well as on the eclipse seasons. On the other side,
the orientation of the orbital plane w.r.t the Sun is very crucial. This is reflected by the orbital
parameter local time of the ascending node (LTAN). Having LTAN of 6 a.m. (morning) or 6
p.m. (evening) yields so called dawn-dusk or dusk-dawn orbits, respectively. In both cases
there are two eclipse seasons during the solstices with the longest eclipse of about .30
minutes. Eclipses occur at about 206 days of the year.
Besides the SSO the VLEO was studied in detail and gave similar results. An investigation of
the inclination showed minor impact on the performance of a RAM-EP equipped spacecraft.
Eclipse durations and seasons are not affected and the maximum altitude where the thrust of
the engine is able to fully compensate the atmospheric drag is 216 km above the equator for
an orbit with zero inclination. Increasing the inclination slightly reduces the maximum altitude
by few kilometers.
Consolidating all findings of the report, the most promising scenario seems to be the sunsynchronous orbit in an altitude of 200 km above the equator. Its average altitude would be
about 10 km higher, 210 km. Such an orbit has enough energy for operation of the airbreathing engine, its provided thrust level is able to compensate the atmospheric drag and
the number and durations of the eclipses is fortunate.
An alternative mission concept might be a circular orbit with an inclination of about 30°. Such
a mission could be suitable for telecommunication since the majority of the mankind lives
within 30 degrees of latitude.
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